All About the Earth’s Layers– Find the Missing & Hidden Words!

Read the sentences below. Visit our Easy Geography for Kids page [The Earth’s Layers](http://easyscienceforkids.com/all-about-earth-layers) to find the missing words.

Write them in the empty spaces and find these hidden words in the puzzle!

[Words might be hidden horizontally, vertically and perhaps even back to front...!]

1. The inside of the Earth also contains a lot of ___________.
2. The very center of the Earth is the ___________, which is mostly _______ and _______. The _______ core is solid and measures 1,516 miles in diameter.
3. The _______ core is liquid metal – also mostly nickel and iron. Together, the inner core and outer core are about as large as _______.
4. The _______ is solid rock, but it’s not completely hard. Because of the intense heat, the mantle is ___________, like play dough. The mantle slowly moves and this movement causes earthquakes and _________ eruptions.
5. The crust is made of _________ and other solid rock.

Learn about the Earth’s Layers and more here: [http://easyscienceforkids.com/all-about-earth-layers](http://easyscienceforkids.com/all-about-earth-layers)
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